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Organized in Paris at the École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales (EHESS, School of
Advanced Studies in the Social Sciences), this international conference will be devoted to the study of
the co-dependencies between aesthetics, emotions, and wars. Our aim is to organize debates known to
various disciplines disjointed by university specializations and yet all concerned by these three key
notions of humanities and social sciences.
War represents an extreme and radically transformative ordeal that disorganizes ordinary
perceptions: it is a violent conflict that disrupts daily life and unsettles the subject and the group to which he
belongs. It transforms the perception of the surrounding world as well as intersubjective relationships. In
this respect, the war produces new aesthetics (aïsthesis) understood as the study of the artistic artifacts as
well as the study of the sensitive knowledge mobilizing the body and its affected productions. From
conflicts emerge material and expressive forms: aesthetics model a space between gesture and gaze that
distances (Boltanski, 1993), reveals and offends, both lectio (reading) and delectatio (contemplation) (DidiHuberman, 2009). And if the war produces new aïsthesis, these in turn transfigure the war by generating
external and concrete images that are at odds with the mental representations that contributed to its
formation (Belting, 2004). Moreover, war generates strong emotions, as societies are marked by loss,
humiliation, hatred, and guilt. From the alteration of moral judgment when face to face with the terror of
dying (Solomon, Greenberg & Pyszczynski, 2002) to the unrestrained expression of virile emotions such as
aggressiveness (Sasson-Levy, 2008), and the social sharing of emotions (Rimé, 2005), emotional life, which
is intimately linked to values, beliefs and representations of oneself and others, is changed.
The body in war is already studied in its materiality (Körper) as a damaged body (Delaporte,
2017), a raped body (Branche, 2011), a disciplined body (Teboul, 2017). Other, less numerous works
also think about war through the sole prism of aesthetics or emotion. Studies such as that of Scott
Hughes Myerly (1996), which draws a socio-aesthetic history of war from the military spectacle, may
be useful. We can also mention Reichel's work (1993), published three years earlier and reflecting on
the aesthetic strategy of the Nazi party party; or Annette Becker's Les cicatrices rouges (2010), which
reveals the emotions suffered by the French population in occupied territories in 1914-1918, as well as
the investigation proposed by Dominique Roynette and Tomasz Kizny, which shows the power and
singularity of the emotions provoked by the Great Terror in the USSR by highlighting their very
forms: testimonies, archives and photographs made by Kizny himself (2013). Finally, let us think of
the manual for female soldiers by contemporary artist Coco Fusco (2008) in which she questions the
way hypersexualization can become a weapon of torture in its own right. The conference Aesthetics,
Emotions, Wars thus aims to underline the necessary association of these three terms and, to this end,
we will consider the body as a vector and / or receptacle of aesthetics and emotions.
The primary objective of this scientific meeting will be to explore new approaches to warfare at the
intersection of a wide range of disciplines that allow the study of aesthetics and emotions in wartime –
including history, sociology, social psychology, philosophy, literature, aesthetic studies, visual anthropology,
cognitive sciences, colonial studies, and gender studies, to name but a few. Its central question will be: in
what way is warfare the cradle of aesthetics, affective configurations, and shared beliefs and what were their
impact on these events themselves, both in their immediate manifestations and in their future perceptions?

Thus, without disciplinary or spatio-temporal restrictions – the relations of influence between aesthetics,
emotions and wars being specific neither to a country, nor to an era, nor to an epistemological field –
proposals could take the following directions:
• To think of institutions – such as the military or the school – as generators of aesthetics and emotions
with war as a horizon of expectation (horizon d’attente). How do these institutions, with past, present,
or anticipated conflicts in perspective, transform bodies – and with what objectives and results on the
battlefield? What are the military stakes to which these aesthetics and emotions respond? For example,
how do they promote, or on the contrary destroy, the cohesion of the "primary group" (Shils and
Janowitz, 1948), of the service branch or even of the entire army?
• To question the way in which the individual at war produces, on his own scale, new aesthetic norms.
Thus, proposals dealing with questions of transgression of these norms, notably gender norms, are
welcome. We are thinking of the staging of the warrior self and its emotions, in its sensitive
dimensions – both concrete and material.
• To study how experiences of extreme violence, mass death and terror transform our inter-subjective
relations and more precisely our relationship to otherness, reputation, and identity. What can we
learn from the reversal, or even the annihilation of social inferences and moral values that were
previously collectively shared? Yesterday's neighbors becoming enemies, domestic heroes being
designated as assassins on other territories: how does war produce communities of affects so
powerful that they alter our perception of others?
• To examine how the subject can reverse an affected experience of war by giving it an aesthetic form
that confronts memory – without begin exhaustive, we can think here of the novel, the constitution
of photographic albums or the elaboration of pictorial works like those of the German expressionist
current. It is thus mainly the individual subject that will be discussed and the form (Gestalt) that he
produces from the emotions brought by his experience of war. What are the characteristics of these
aesthetic productions? Do they modify the ‘experience-war’ as it was lived on the level of affects,
and if so, how? And what impact do they have in the long term and on a collective scale?

PROPOSAL

SUBMISSION PROCEDURE

Organized with the joint support of the Centre d'études sociologiques et politiques Raymond
Aron (CESPRA) of the EHESS and the Campus Condorcet, this conference intended to be
interdisciplinary and open to young researchers (master’s, doctoral, postdoctoral). It is open to all
research (in the humanities and social sciences) related to the study of aesthetics and emotions in
war situations, from Antiquity to the present.
Proposals should include a brief presentation of the corpus studied (sources, framework of
the investigation, methodology) followed by a short bio-bibliography. Surname, first name, level
of study (master’s, doctoral, postdoctoral) and institutional affiliations must be indicated. They may
be written in English or French and should not exceed 2,500 characters, spaces included. Proposals
should be accompanied by two images representative of the object, situation, event or phenomenon
studied in the presentation.
The proposals and the two images (inserted in the .pdf or .doc file) are due by June 15, 2021
and should be sent to the following address: recherches.eeg@gmail.com

We invite you to contact your university or research center to know how to finance your travel
and accommodation in Paris. In case your institution refuses, we kindly ask you to indicate your needs
for financial support.

T I M E TA B L E
•
•
•
•

June 15, 2021: proposal submission deadline;
July 2021: selection of speakers;
September 15, 2021: first draft of the paper submission deadline;
November 2021: holding of the conference (the exact dates will be transmitted later in light
of the evolution of the health situation).
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Stéphane Audoin-Rouzeau (EHESS, CESPRA)
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Richard Rechtman (EHESS, CESPRA)
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